We have investigated a coupled motion of two vortex cores in ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic/ferromagnetic trilayer cynliders by means of micromagnetic simulation. Dynamic motion of two vortex with parallel and antiparallel relative chiralities of curling spins around the vortex cores have been examined after excitation by 1-ns pulsed external field. With systematic variation in non-magnetic spacer layer thickness from 0 to 20 nm, the coupling between two cores becomes significant as the spacer becomes thinner. Significant coupling leads to a nonlinear chaotic coupled motion of two vortex cores for the parallel chiralities and a faster coupled gyrotropic oscillation for the antiparallel chiralities.
Recently, spin dynamics in confined geometry has attracted growing interest due to potential application of spintronics and magnetic storage in ferromagnetic nanoelements. It is well-known that magnetic vortex structure is formed in various confined geometries due to minimization of magnetostatic and exchange energies. Numerous studies have been devoted to understand the vortex structure [1] and dynamics [2] [3] [4] [5] . In particular, understanding of magnetic vortex dynamics becomes more essential in the realization of nanometer scale spintronic devices and memory devices [6, 7] . We know that a magnetic vortex is driven to move under an external magnetic field [2, 8] or excited to move by a spin transfer torque [6] .
The motion of vortex is known to be gyrotropic with circular trajectories in excited states [2, 6, 8] . Specific modes of gyrotropic vortex motion and relaxation in cylindrical dot was recently reported [4] .
In the realization of spintronic and memory devices, multilayer structures are adopted for practical reasons. In the case of multilayers formed of ferromagnetic materials, multiple magnetic vortices may exist in a single magnetic element. Thus, understanding magnetic interaction between vortices in multilayer becomes important in technological application.
Interaction between magnetic vortices was recently investigated for trilayer films with two ferromagnetic layers displaced by a non-magnetic spacer layer, where simulated motion of vortices is predicted to be similar to a damped simple harmonic oscillation with a weak coupling between two vortices [9] . However, no detailed study has been addressed to a strong interaction behavior between vortex cores in a multilayer system, while the interaction between vortex cores in a multilayer system becomes stronger as the system size becomes smaller down to nanometer scales.
In this work, we have carried out micromagnetic simulation study of coupled motion of vortices in the trilayer with systematic control of vortex chirality at the top and bottom layers as well as with variation in non-magnetic spacer layer thickness. It was observed that a chaotic coupled vortices motion clearly deviating from a damped simple harmonic oscillation appeared for the cases of same chiralities due to nonlinear vortex interaction in the trilayer.
The coupling between two vortices becomes weak as non-magnetic spacer layer thickness becomes thicker, leading to a coupled simple damped harmonic oscillation.
We have carried out micromagnetic simulation using OOMMF [10] In the case of parallel chiralities, a faster decay of an oscillatory behavior doesn't exist, since there is no attractive force between the two cores across the disk, as seen in the figure.
If there is no coupling between the two cores, lateral distance between them will be zero all the time. However, even when the spacer layer is thickest (d = 20 nm), the lateral distance is not zero all the time but oscillating although the amount of oscillation of the lateral distance is relatively small. Thus, we cannot neglect coupling effect of the two cores in all cases. The lateral distance deviates further from zero with the thinner spacer layer. Very interestingly, when d = 5 nm, the coupled oscillation behavior survives longest as the average radial distance accordingly survives longest. Moreover, it should be noted that oscillatory behavior of the two cores becomes chaotic after about two cycles of gyrotropic motion. During the chaotic coupled motion, the lateral distance between the two cores becomes even greater than the a vera ge ra dia l dista nce. Considering the intera ction between the two cores is a lwa ys attractive, it seems that a strong non-linear intera ction pla ys a key role in the cha otic motion regime.
Coupled oscilla tory beha vior with va ria tion of the spa cer la yer thickness ha s been fitted, the permeability, r is the interdista nce between two dipoles, and un is a unit vector a long the direction of the rela tive displa cement of two dipoles. The la tera l a ttra ctive force is then the derivative of the energy with respect to s, the la tera l displa cement between two dipoles, where r = *Js 2 +d 2 for the non-magnetic spa cer la yer thickness d. The force f(s) is found to ). The cha otic beha vior a fter few initia l oscillations is qualitatively reproduced for the trilayer with 5-nm spacer thickness in the cases of parallel chira lities a nd the fa ster oscilla tion of vortex core with a shorter la tera l dista nces between two cores a re observed a s well in the ca ses of a ntipa ra llel chira lities. Fitted curves with the sa me fitting pa ra meters a re plotted a s well for the other chira lity a nd other spa cer layer thickness in Fig. 4 . 
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